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Mark Scheme

Q1.          

Q2.          
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Q3.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) A description including the

following linked points

ref to a gene (coding for
protein)(1)

sequence of bases
determines sequence of
amino acids (1)

idea of one code / triplet /
codon / 3 bases (for one
amino acid) (1)

several amino acids make
up a protein /
(poly)peptide (1)

transcription / detail of
transcription (1)

translation / detail of
translation (1)

Accept on either DNA or RNA
base pairs

Accept a chain of amino acids

eg mRNA made

eg mRNA attached to ribosome

(4)
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Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(b) A description including some of the following points in a logical

sequence

Points relating to DNA structural features:

two strands
double helix
(contains) bases
A, T, C, G
adenine / A paired with thymine / T
guanine / G paired with cytosine / C
hydrogen / H bonds joining bases

Contributions from Scientists:

X-ray (crystallography) being used
to show helical structure
to show diameter of molecule

how base pairs are arranged was shown
how strands are arranged was shown
modelling

reference to using other people's ideas

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description that includes either: at least threeDNA features 

OR onecontribution
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description that includes at least threefeatures of DNA and
at least onecontribution OR twofeatures of DNA and two
contributions.

the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description of the structure of DNA that includes at least 
threefeatures and twocontributions.
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(c) An explanation to include two of

the following points linked
together

genes / base sequence
(on human chromosome)
identified (1)

identification of faulty /

Accept base pair sequence gene
map

Accept idea that genes can be
linked to disease

Accept diagnosis of cancer

(2)
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mutated genes (1)

people can be tested for a
genetic disorder (1)

ref to development of
gene therapy (1)

idea that appropriate
/early /personalised /
genomic medication /
counselling can be given
(1)

Accept a description of gene
therapy

Q4.          
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Question Answer Acceptable answers Mark 
Number 

(a) D mRNA mRNA 

(1) 

Question Answer Acceptable answers Mark 
Number 

(b) A description linking two of the 
following: 

• leaves the nucleus / moves
to the cytoplasm

• through the nuclear Accept through a nuclear pore 
membrane

• attaches to ribosome

(2) 

Q5.          
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Q7.          

Q6.          
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Q9.          

Q8.          
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(b)(i)

correct gametes (1)

correct offspring genotypes (1)

Allow ECF for incorrect gametes (2)

(b)(ii) 50(%) (1)

0(%) (1)

Answers must be in this order
Possible ecf from the candidates
Punnett square

Clip together with 1bi

(2)
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Q10.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) D  homozygous recessive (1)
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